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The Art of Mail - by Ruthi Direktor
It all began with an empty postcard that I received about a year ago. Apart from my
name, address and the words "Air Mail" inscribed in black, there was nothing else, or to
be precise, the lower corner stated in small print "9/10" which made it clear that this was
art, that is to say one numbered postcard of a series of ten postcards, and since it is art,
made as a hint of something, I kept the postcard and waited for what was to come. Since
then, I have received ten postcards by mail, bearing the same nice inscriptions in a
colored pen, at a frequency of about once a month, each numbered in a series of ten. I do
not recall the exact order, but generally the early ones were the more minimalist (a red
round stamp in the left corner and the serial number in mirror writing) and later on they
became slightly more communicative. One postcard for example, quoted: "Nu? Nothing
Knew?" (A word game in Hebrew) and another, which was especially amusing, quoted:
"Da"sh Le: Dvir." One of the latter postcards enclosed with a red pin, also numbered,
bearing the words "Plug and Play." This pin-- quite an object of art, as opposed to the
minimalism until now--hinted that the end is near and that the art is about to hatch soon.
In the meantime, I have closely inspected the postal stamp on the cards and it
became clear, that they were all sent from Brooklyn, New York, apart from the first one,
which was mailed from Amsterdam. At a certain stage, the letters SL were added as a
signature. I was puzzled to know which Israeli artist, whose initials match these letters and
who now lives in New York, could be behind these postcards--the truth is that by then I
was anxiously awaiting the next one. Indeed, Sigalit Landau perfectly matched the initials,
but not the rest. So who does? The red pin heralded the end, as this week I received the
tenth postcard with the solution to the mystery: On a colorful computerized sketch of a
woman in blue and red lines and an address it was written "Shlomit Lehavi presents:
Thank you for your cooperation." In the lower right hand corner it was written:
"Amsterdam-Tel Aviv-New York, 1997-1998." The last postcard was numbered three out

of ten.
Until the publication of the newspaper, I did not receive a chance to speak to
Shlomit Lehavi in New York. The first question that I would have asked her, as it evokes
an irresistible curiosity in me: Who are the ten addresses to whom the postcards were
sent? (A possible answer: People from the art world.) Things that I would have said: I
admired the manner by which the connection between an anonymous artist and me
evolved a non-aggressive connection, which built gradually. I was fond of the surprise
upon the receipt of another postcard and yet another one. I loved the way these postcards
made me involved, initiating a whole set of observations as the way we identify art.
Everything was there with minimalist means: The exclusive numbered series (only ten),
the signature of the artist--making everything whatever it is--valuable and worthy of
collecting, the combination between writing in English and words in Hebrew, the hinted
writing about the Israeli art world at a distance, and our need to file and define things; An
artistic mail? A gesture to the 60’s? In short, I would like to thank Shlomit Lehavi for the
project. It has made a real pleasure out of opening my mailbox.
And another question that I might ask: May I publish the postcards in the
newspaper? A possible answer: Art, as it leaves the artist, even if it is addressed to a
certain number of people, is within the public domain. I hope this would be the answer.

